Safety Instruction for Used Cooking Oil, Food Waste, and Domestic
Waste Recycling Container
Read these instructions carefully before operating the container
1. Safety Instructions
1.1. Filling in with hot used cooking oil
When filling in with hot used cooking oil, it is essential to follow the instructions below.
		

There is a danger of serious burns when filling with hot used cooking oil.

The FATBOXX/FATBOXXmax can be filled with hot oil up to a maximum temperature of 110 °C (230 °F).
		

Usage of oil hotter than 110 °C (230 °F) leads to serious burns and damage of the container.
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1.2. Further Health and Safety Information
Sitting and standing on the container leads to tipping hazard.
Always use the handle for transport. (Note: Full containers are heavy and could lead to tipping hazard)
Please transfer the FATBOXX/FATTBOXXmax only with the tightly secured lid.
Do not place the FATBOXX/FATBOXXmax near fireplaces and other sources of heat to prevent container damage.
Check the FATBOXX/FATBOXXmax regularly for damage. In case of visible damage, please replace the containers.
The FATBOXX/FATBOXXmax is not suitable for purposes other than the collection of oil, food waste, and domestic waste.

2.

Assembly of the Container

Please follow the given steps to install the axles and wheels on the container before usage:
Insert the first wheel into the axle till you hear a clicking sound.
Mount the axle-wheel structure to the bottom of the container using the axle holder.
Insert the second wheel on to the other side of the axle as mentioned above
Please make sure that the wheels are securely placed before using the container.
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3.

Opening the lid

Positon yourself in front of the FATBOXX /FATBOXXmax and grasp the
handle.
Push the lid in the downward direction with one hand and move the clip in
the outward direction with the other hand to facilitate the opening of the lid.
op
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Repeat the procedure as mentioned above at the second handle of the
container.
The lid can now be fully opened from both ends.
See Figure 1.

4.

Figure 1

Closing the Cover

Position yourself in front of the FATBOXX/FATBOXXmax and grasp the
handle.
Press the lid in the downward direction with one hand and move the clip in
the inward direction with the other hand to facilitate the closing of the lid.
Repeat the procedure as mentioned above at the second handle of the lid
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FATBOXX/FATBOXXmax when it is being used as an animal resistant bin.
See Figure 2.
Figure 2

5.

Moving the

Position yourself behind the FATBOXX/FATBOXXmax and grasp the bin by the handle to tilt the container at an angle in
the backward direction to move it. Note: Tipping and health hazard due to the weight of the container.

6.

Transport of

Please secure the FATBOXX/FATBOXXmax from movements during transport to avoid tipping hazards.
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Note: Please ensure the firm closure of the lidlicks after filling of the

